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Abstract: 

This tutorial, mainly addressed to young researchers and PhD students, illustrates the use of PDE 
(partial differential equation) techniques to solve diffusion problems of interest in the field of 
contaminant control for security purposes.  
Applications of continuous modelling simulation techniques related to the study of the partial 
differential equation (PDE) of diffusion are illustrated by use of a case study related to the analysis of 
contaminant transport in porous media. This case is important in environmental and mechanical 
engineering, soil physics, chemical and petroleum engineering. The space-time concentration of a 
reactant pollutant in groundwater can be computed with the advection-dispersion equation (ADE).  
Usually the solution of this equation in three-dimensional problems requires the use of discretized 
numerical algorithms. However, a great number of analytical solutions of the ADE have been 
proposed and the importance on these solutions is high due to their ease of use and limited costs. In 
literature various ADE analytical solutions have been presented in open and closed form.  
These analytical solutions are useful to study the effects of chemical-physical parameters for 
pollutant transport, for furnishing pollution scenarios in risk analysis and also to validate the 
numerical computations. Multi-dimensional exact analytical solutions in semi-finite or finite domain 
are usually expressed in open form and include integrals to be numerically evaluated, or contain 
infinite series  
Here by considering a semi-finite domain for a reacting solute under first order decay and linear 
sorption described by a retardation factor, we propose an original closed form analytical solution of 
the one-dimensional ADE. The contamination source is described by a third-type boundary 
condition, representing a combined production-decay release mechanism. The most used methods 
to find the analytical solutions are Fourier analysis, Laplace transform and expansion in Bessel or 
Hankel functions. 
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